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Karen Torppey

You Are There

You are there
And | am here

It’s damnable all right.
I'd rather be a restless cloud
Dropping low within your sight.
Not lamb’s-wooly soft
Nor goldeny-white
But black-violet with rain,

come now and ever bring
to man a new pierian spring
a learning, grasping, pulling thing
thought conceived in blueblack night
born in dawn and nursed in moonlight
going upward—growing for the fight
of truth and beauty as found
only in the complex compound

of the mind: forever flowing

Forever Flowing

I’d loose the fury of my self
And pelt you till you groaned with pain;

Checkmate

Then, dwindling,
Drops of liquid love
Would soak into your skin,

War is World

And seek the place beneath your heart,
The rib, where | have been.

Emptied checkerboard
Whose field
Barrens virtue or reward.
Fetus dead cord
Dull the flashed deads,

The chiaroscuroed sigh,
Sublime Crime

Wanting only red

N. Craighead

Black tokens
Chips to lead
Nowhere on neutral squares.
Bro. Robert Hollis, S.M.

Suffusing night,
Ease the day from the sky,
Send away the sun;
Lay thick
and caress the earth.

A restless soul
born to restless time.
A restless singer
of restless rhyme.

Smother silent swings and jungle-jims;
Surround warm-hearted houses
Freckled with lighted windows;
Lay thick
and caress the lonely man
pacing the streets,
hearing the laughter inside.

Such as | am.

Too full of caring
to be contained

Too pained, for sharing.

Blackness with holes punched in
By the flashing lights
Of a City on the sell,
Lay thick
and caress the solitary mother
walking home from the bustop and the Monday night sale,
with the clothes for the kids, but no money.
Be a dark obliviator of faces—
A mask half globe-girdling;
Lay thick
and caress the gutter-bedded drunk;
protect him from
peering and proud faces.

my fire
as Tom-cats
would mice.

Your coming and going
is none of my concern.
Why should it bother me
If you burn?
And yet, there is a thing
that calls me back to this,

| too was burned,a little
With your precious kiss.

Be black environment—

Lay thick,
thick and velvety;
and caress.

Cruel man!
Made of ice.
You killed

Robert Stanley, S.M.

Jo Hyden Neal

POETRY

Jungle

There (Somewhere)

Come here to me
And talk awhile.
Let’s speak of quiet things.

Elusive and myriad
the paths of life
portend, extend (without end)

Here...

Hold my hand and dream awhile.
How softly the night steps!
There’s a jungle out there, you know.
Men say it treats you ill.
Makes you old.
Beats you down.
Cuts you.

. . . How fresh the night’s warm breath!
A man | know died yesterday.
He never hada thing.
Some people say he drank too much.
Look . . . a sickle moon there!
That man—
He always looked so old.
Kind of licked.

Leaving the doubtful minds to
choose the way (alone)
in lack of light to fight, sight
Converging on the hilltop
ever out of reach
one must climb, (climb from behind)

Widespread the distance between
(the difference) portrayed
by awful gaping starts, parts
A choice presents itself
(do we fight for it2)
it brings happiness to bless, caress
Elusive and myriad
leaving converging
widespread choices now, (somehow).

Smokedalot.
So strange.

... Do you feel magic here?
Pamela Wakelin

Karen Torppey

ee. and bare. The spring was froze and
the sky was dirty clouds and low. The wind
that used to be so nice and soft, was hard
and sharp and the trees weren’t hushin’,
they was cryin’ like banshees, like lost souls
and I knew Dan wasn’t comin’ back to me.
I kept goin’ up there. It was late last fall.
I was sittin’ there one sundown thinkin’
about years that never were or would be.
Then there was this man. I fought him, oh
God, I fought him, but it wasn’t no use, I
thought he'd kill me, he hit me and... and
then it was all over. Pa came lookin’ and
found me there. The man, nobody knew who.
I wanted to die. I thought about killing myself. I felt the child growin’ in me. Then I
heard about Dan and somethin’ came to me.
Dan had died in violence and I had a child
through violence. I was Dan’s wife, so this
was Dan’s child. And he’d be everythin’...
he'd do... he'd... that’s... (her voice
breaks and she hides her face in her hands.)
Cianetti: I’m sorry.
Maire: You couldn’t know.
Cianetti: I just don’t know, look, one thing

you learn in the city, the world, is, don’t trust
anybody. Everybody's got their angle. And
the war, you get so you just don’t trust no-

sayin’ it’s true.
Maire: You don’t question God, you accept.
You got this life, God give it to ya and you
live it. God don’t owe you nothin’. Maybe
it’s cause you live in the city, but... I don’t
know. God thought it was time for Dan to
come to Him and not your time.
Cianetti: I wish I could think nice thoughts
like that. But all I can think is of goin’ back
to the war. I’m sorry, but it just doesn’t
make sense.
Maire: Tell me about the war.
Cianetti: It’s a long way from the type of
story you tell. It’s not at all pretty.
Maire: I want to know how Dan died.
Cianetti: I can’t tell you exactly how he died.
Maire: Just tell me about the landings.
Cianetti: (after a pause) They're hell. Long
before dawn the battlewagons sit out and
start shooting, blasting the island with heavy
fire. Then the planes leave the carriers to
bomb and strafe the island. The air is filled
with whistling and shreaking and roaring
and you try to sleep. But you can’t sleep
because you’ve made one of these before
and you know what it’s like and you can see
killing and dying and maiming, friends,
enemies, strangers, yourself. And you're

body at all. (he laughs a short, sardonic

called up and you get in your landing craft,

laugh) Not even God.

but you don’t go into battle yet. The little
boats go ’round in circles and the shells still

Maire: How can you say that?
Cianetti: Your Dan. He musta been a hell of
a good man. Why’s he dead? People like me
with no one waitin’ for them, how come we
live? Times I think there is no God, just this

damn world and why worry, why pray, just
do your damnedest to stay alive. And a lot
of times I wonder if there was a God why’d
He ever make us come into this... this...

whistle overhead and your belly gets tight,

your mouth is dry, you’re scared. Then suddenly you're heading toward the beach and
the shells and bullets are coming at you,
the air is alive with death. Then you’re on
the beach, the air is death, smoke and fire

not the thing to talk about.
Maire: So that’s how he died.
Cianetti: Look...
Maire: No, I’m glad you told me. You see...
the man...I had to suffer, same as Dan did
... it’s... (softly) ...oh, child, your father’s
come home.
Cianetti: Please?
Maire: I... it’s almost dawnin’.
During this scene, the light outside has
gradually begun to get lighter, the blue beams
dimming. Through the stage left window
shines a shaft of red light that will intensify
then fade to natural sunlight as the following
scene progresses.
Cianetti: (opening the door) It is quiet.

Maire: (going to stand beside him) Listen.
They stand there and listen to the day
come to life. We hear a single bird song, then
another and another, swelling into the rhapsody of morning. Some of the songs are near,
some far away. There is the sound of distant roosters and crows and of the wind in
the trees. And as this reaches its peak the
stage darkens and we hear again the sound
of the incoming shell, rising to a scream that
drowns out the morning song. The stage is
black and when the shell explodes, we again
see the young man in the foxhole. He is
curled in a fetal position. The sounds of the

first scene are again heard in the background.
ground.
Man: (sobbing)... God, why, God... please
somebody help me... God... somebody
...I don’t want to fight... I don’t want to

die ... why doIhave to die... why amI
here... God... where are you... why are

and explosions and death, blood, bleeding,

you leaving me here...I... oh please, no,

world? It isn’t fair and it don’t make sense.

crying, screaming, crawling, cursing, praying, dying ... (there is a long silence during

in one last explosion that lights the edge of

So, I just know whatI learned in school, but

which emotions seem to run like a wind

it don’t make sense at all and ain't nothin’

through both) ...I1...1, uh, shouldn't, it’s

not me... God... (the sounds swell, ending
the foxhole. There is silence for a moment
and we hear a single bird song.)

& big fake. The world’s a hell of a
place for them as well as for anyone else
and probably worse seeing as how that’s
all they got.
MacDonal: They got somethin’ you're tryin’
hard for.
Cianetti: What's that?
MacDonal: A knowledge of God.
Cianetti: Somethin’ doesn’t fit.
MacDonal: You. But, I wouldn’t worry about
it. How's the bed?
Cianetti: Better than the ground.
MacDonal: Wake me before the family gets
up.
Cianetti: Okay. (MacDonal goes to the bedroom. Cianetti walks to the window and
stands looking out. He hears a slight sound
behind him and turns. Maire is descending
the stairs)
Cianetti: It’s not quite dawn.
Maire: It’s the quiet time.
Cianetti: Real quiet.
Maire: Is the city like this at dawn?
Cianetti: Yeah, kinda like this. I used to like
four in the morning. The streets sorta wet
from the sprinkler trucks and only a few

and the dark were ,@., soft quilt, warm
and soft and we were the only two people
in a world of darkness. It was dark, no moon,
but it wasn’t scary dark. The dark was our
friend. Then, way up the ridge we heard a
single bird note. It kinda floated down to

band’s been gone two years? How nn®
and weep for him, remember when we was

other bird tried out his song. And for a time
it was quiet again. And the bird on the ridge
sang and the bird in the valley sang and the
whole woods sang and the light grew brighter
and roosters on the place down the road
crowed, even the crows joined in. The breeze
found its voice and played the trees sweeter
than granny’s old dulcimer. And the sun
came peekin’ through the window. We
watched the sun make the whole room pink,
like the wild rose and we didn’t move. Then
the sun was up Dan kissed me goodbye.
That seems like forever ago. Now I’m sayin’
goodbye to Dan again.
Cianetti: I never thought of a sunrise that
way. Soundsalot like Sister Kathleen telling about the creation.
Maire: I 'magine God woulda done it same
then, could we know for sure.

together, talk about God, and carry another
man’s child?
Cianetti: Look, it’s none of my business.
Maire: But you want to know. All right,
I'll tell you. Dan and I was planned to marry
from the time we was young’uns. When
we was young, we used to walk up the ridge
to a place we know’d. There was a spring
there, in a little valley. And we'd sit by the
edge of that spring and look up at the sky.
The sky was a long ways up, through tall
oaks, and we'd hear the wind whisperin’
through them trees and the branches’d sway
and shape what we could see of the sky
funny and they’d be big clouds driftin’ across
sometimes. We'd lay there and tell our
dreams to the sky. And the sky was the right
place to tell your dreams. They'd lay up there
with the big clouds and the sun’d warm them
and make them seem possible. We didn’t
even plan big. We'd marry, have some kids,
a little place of our own, just till we got old.
Dan was the last of his family. His pa died
young and his ma never remarried, just she

cars out, everything quiet. Then the sun

Cianetti: We can’t even know for sure about

and Dan lived in the family cabin. He never

coming up over the river and the ships and
the city asleep.
Maire: The whole world’s sleepin’.
Cianetti: I guess you're right.
Maire: I said goodbye to Dan on a morning
like this. We woke early and listened to the

God.
Maire: Why do you say that?
Cianetti: Because you can’t. Look, before
you argue me, why is your husband dead,
why are a lot of men dead in a stupid senseless war, fighting for a bunch of damn jungle
islands that are no good to anybody? If

had no brothers or sisters. I guess the reason
Dan’s ma never remarried was she loved his
pa same’s I loved him. Then one day the
gov’ment men came up here and told him
he’d have to go to war, so we got married
in the church down the town. The afternoon
of the day Dan left it got cloudy and rained,

ever heard the world wake up?

there’s a God, how does he explain that one?

a big thunderstorm. I thought it was just a

Cianetti: Yeah the horns start and the noises
and the kids and the city stretches and it’s
awake and roaring again.
Maire: Not the city, the world. That mornin’
it was quiet, like now. Dan had his arm under my head and I could hear him breathin’
slow. Outside it was so quiet and the quiet

Maire: I don’t question God.
Cianetti: Why ... (he turns and walks
abruptly to the window).
Maire: (slowly and quietly) What were you
going to ask?
Cianetti: Nothin’.
Maire: Why am I pregnant when my hus-

sign that he’d be gone for a good spell. But
then one night I had a dream that Dan was
gonna die and I didn’t have no child in me.
I told Granny, but she called me silly and
said it was a foolish thing. Then I went to
our spring. It was winter and the woods was
all dead. The trees stood there like skeletons,

quiet and heard the day come. Have you

us, clear, like a bell. Then, down below, an-

you hear sounds, cars, trucks, horns, kids.

There’s places to go, things to do, shows,
bars, clubs, parks, people, everything you
might want.

Maire: It’s like that all the time?
Cianetti: Something always happenin’.
Maire: I don’t think I'd like it.
Cianetti: Yeah, well, people from, uh, well
. strangers are always lost in the city. I
guess you gotta live there all your life to get
used to it. When I got to California for bootcamp, they had us out runnin’ in boondocks
like I didn’t know existed.
Maire: Boondocks?

Isaac: You woos
sleep, child.
Grandmother: He’s right.
Maire: Not all night, but I want to be with
him at dawnin’.
Isaac: All right. Now you go on up and sleep
in yore grandma’s room. You’all take that
room there. (points to the door left)
MacDonal: Thank you.
Isaac: No, thank you for bringin’ my girl’s
husband home to the hills, his hills.
MacDonal: Good night.

Cianetti: Yeah, like the sticks. Uh, out away

from things.
Maire: Like here?
Cianetti: Yeah. But you’ve never seen boondocks like they got in the South Pacific.
Those jungles are so thick and wild and full
of bugs and all kinds of animals. Mud, ah
. what amI talkin’ about that for?
Maire: Please go on. Tell me about the
landings.
Cianetti: You don’t want to hear about them.
We lost so many ... I’m sorry.
Maire: I think maybe I knew he wasn’t
comin’ back. (she suddenly holds her stomach, bending over and making a face as if
in pain. Then she looks up, a smile starting

on her face that transforms her whole look
to one of happiness, extreme happiness) He
kicked me. Granny, he kicked me.
Grandmother: That’s a good sign.
Maire: (turning back to Cianetti) Dan’s baby

The family all climbs the ladder-stairway. The Marines watch them go. When they
are out of sight, MacDonal turns to Cianetti.
MacDonal: I'll take the first turn. Get some
sleep. Ill call you.

has to be a boy. There’s no one left to carry

Cianetti: Okay, gunny.

his name. (she looks as if she might cry)
Isaac: Well, I reckon it’s time for bed.
Maire: We ain’t gonna just leave Dan here
alone, are we Pa?
MacDonal: We'll sit up with him ma’am.
Maire: I'll sit too.

Cianetti goes into the bedroom. Mac-

Donal walks to the table and extinguishes
the lamp. In the dim light created by the
moon shining in the window and the flickering of the fire, he stands looking at the casket. Then he walks to the window, upright.

Once there, he stands motionless os
fire
dies to a dull glow, the light coming in the
window swells with another beam from another direction, then the original beam dies,
leaving the new beam shining alone. It is
several hours later.
MacDonal: (walks to the curtained doorway)
You up, Gary?
Cianetti: Yeah. (he enters the room buttoning his jacket) Quiet.
MacDonal: Not so if you listen for a while.
Course, it is gettin’ on toward dawnin’.
Cianetti: All right, gunny, spell it out for me.
MacDonal: What?
Cianetti: These people, the way they live,
the way they think.
MacDonal: It’s simple, when you live in the
hills, you’re livin’ in a world of your own.
Cianetti: But they got nothin’, want nothin’,
and put it all on God. What has He done for
them?
MacDonal: Give them life.
Cianetti: (short laugh) Big bargain.
MacDonal: Look, you come from the city.
Did God make the city? No, men did. Everywhere you look you see the work of man and
it’s easy to forget that man himself is the
work of God. But up here they ain’t got only
one thing, life. They are born with nothin’
and die with nothin’, by your standards. But
they realize the value of livin’ and so they
live, not just for the good times, but for all
times. It’s funny, but it seems that God gave
these people the least and they really got
the most.

Cianetti: How do you figure?
MacDonal: If you don’t see, then...
Cianetti: Look gunny, it sounds too easy.
They accept the hard luck right along with
the good, I don’t think it’s as easy as it
sounds. Like her old man’s been gone for
two years and she’s pregnant, like I think

ont
house. He is a man in his fifties,
thin, rumpled, white-haired.
Isaac: Ma. Maire. Supper on?
Grandmother: Ready and warm. Wash and
set.

Isaac: (steps outside and to one side of the
door. His next words are cautious and are
heard in connection with the sound of
splashing water) Them fellers come yet?
Maire: (pause) No, pa.
Isaac: Sure?
Maire: (another pause) Yes, pa, I’m sure.
Isaac: (steps into the door way, his hair is
slicked back as with water and his hands)
Didn’t that paper say they'd be here this
aft’noon?
Maire: Maybe the train was late.
Isaac: S’pose.

Grandmother: You wanna say the pray’r,
son?
Isaac: Dear Lord, bless this house and all
that’s in it. Bless our boy who’s away...
who’s died fightin’ for his country. Bless this
poor food, thank ya, Ah-men. Hot up in them
hills today. How was it here? Bet it was hot.
Seen some bobcat tracks up on the far ridge.
Maybe it’s him and not the foxes gettin’ the

hens. Wild hogs thick too. Them and deer
gonna ruin whatever crops we... think
them men’ll get here today?
Maire: I don’t know, pa.
Silence sets in around the table and

and blue from the O..:

is the first to

the door, followed by her father.
MacDonal: Howdy, this the home of Mrs.
Daniel Fagan?
Isaac: This is the Dunn home. Mrs. Fagan’s
my daughter.
Maire: Yes, I’m Mrs. Fagan.
MacDonal: I’m Gunnery Sergeant MacDonal,

this is Corporal Cianetti. We’ve brought Sergeant Fagan home, ma’am.
Maire: Uh, won’t you come in?
MacDonal: Thank ya, ma’am. But, uh,
shouldn't we bring him in?
Maire: Oh yes, I...
MacDonal: Mr. Dunn? (Isaac nods affirmative) Could you give us a hand, sir?
Isaac: Yeah, just a minnit. (he crosses the
room for his hat as the two Marines go out)
Cianetti: (outside and low) Hey, Gunny, I
thought they said this guy joined the Second
Divvy on the Canal?
MacDonal: That’s what they told me.
Cianetti: But that was two years ago. (there
is a pause, during which the grandmother
and Isaac look at Maire, who turns and goes
to the window, where she stands staring at
the sunset)
MacDonal: Yeah ... well, unhitch that tailgate and get those ropes loose. (Isaac suddenly crosses up and out the door. The men’s
voices sound outside. Maire looks as if she
might cry. She crosses her arms tightly

the sound of an auto engine can be heard

across her stomach)

laboring up a steep grade and bad road. At
the table, everyone looks slowly at each
other, then at the door apprehensively. The
motor stops outside, doors slam shut, and,
after a long moment, there is a knocking on
the door. By this time the light coming in the
window has turned to the red of sunset and,
when the door is opened, the men outside
are seen in red light coming from the right

Maire: Don’t cry, child, ever. Your father’s
come home to his hills. Hush little baby,
hush, yore father’s come home, they’ve carried him back to his hills.
The grandmother slowly crosses the
floor to Maire and takes the girl’s shoulders
from behind. Maire reaches up and puts her
hands on her grandmother’s, and, as the
lights fade, first the interior, then the light

coming through the window, Maire wo aD
her song.
Scene III
The same as Scene II. It is later that
night and the light that enters the window
is blue. The interior of the cabin is the
same, with the exception of the plain,
wooden coffin that sits before the table,
stage center, covered with an American flag.
There is a fire in the fireplace and a coal
oil lamp burning on the table. Maire, Isaac,
grandmother, MacDonal and Cianetti are all
in the room.
Isaac: Just why did you leave the hills?
MacDonal: Well, when the big drop came, we
wasn’t poor enough to be use to survivin’
or rich enough to have somethin’ to fall back
on. Pa had too many of us to feed, so I left
for the military. Joined the Corps, been there
ever since.
Isaac: Seems like only time ennyone comes
inter these hills is to tell us to do somethin’
or not to do somethin’. Don’t nobody ever
come inta help or jest say howdy. Well,
reckon that’s the way it’s alles been and
outa be.
(the two men continue to talk)
Cianetti: What do you people do around here
for, uh, fun?
Maire: With what we got.
Cianetti: Yeah, but, no clubs, bars, neighbors even.
Maire: Oh, we got neighbors.
Cianetti: Mean those cabins down the road?
Maire: Them and what’s over the ridge

yonder.
Cianetti: You call those neighbors? Neighbors live next door.

Maire: You're from the city.
Cianetti: Yeah.
Maire: What’s it like in the city?
Cianetti: Great. You open your window and

the whistle fades, we hear him sobbing ana
mumbling in his sleep.)
MacDonal: (rising and coming forward to
the young man’s seat) Gary, Hey, Gary, wake
up! Gary!

Cianetti: (sitting up suddenly) Wha’? Oh,
Gunny. We there?
MacDonal: Nah. You was dreamin’.
Cianetti: Talkin’?
MacDonal: Yeah, sorta.

Cianetti: Same thing?
MacDonal: It goes after a while.
Cianetti: I hope so. It’s that same damn
dream, over and over. No wonder they put
me on escort detail insteada sendin’ me back.
MacDonal: Don’t worry, you'll go back. All
you need’s a rest. Man can only go so long
under pressure like that.
Cianetti: (looking out at the light that flashes
intermittently on his face, as though through
a window) How long now?
MacDonal: Noon, tomorra.
Cianetti: Damn, that country looks bleak,

jagged. If the moon wasn’t peekin’ through
between those mountains, I’d swear we was

on it.
MacDonal: This country takes gettin’ used

rignt in nis seat and looks out at the light

starin at tnem hills and let yore , @..

flashes. The area light fades, leaving only
the occasional flashes of light from stage
right and the sound of the whistle again.
Then the stage is black.
Scene II
The interior of a cabin. There is a door
upstage center leading to the outdoors and
a downstage left that leads to a small bedroom. In the left rear corner of the room is
a stone fireplace. Between the fireplace and
the downstage door is a window, there are
also two windows stage right. Rear stage
right is a steep, ladder-like stairway leading to a loft. There is an old table just right
of center, with three chairs and a bench
around it. There is a rocking chair and bench
near the fireplace. Over the downstage door
is hung a blanket. When the lights come up
on this scene, there are two people in the
room, a young woman, who is visibly pregnant, and an old woman. The light from outside streams almost horizontally through the
windows stage right. The young woman is
standing at the window. The old woman is
sitting in a rocker by the fire. There is no
real break between scenes. As the stage is

burn? He’ll be here soon enough and hungry.

to.

darkened and the train whistle dies, we hear

Cianetti: (short laugh) You get used to it.

the girl singing softly. The lights come up,

Me, I'll take New York City any day.

while she is singing, to reveal her at the

MacDonal: I wish...
Cianetti: Hey, that’s right, you come from
this country.
MacDonal: Came from. But that’s a long time
ago, now I come from wherever I hang my

window.
_ Maire: Hush little baby, don’t you cry/You
know your daddy’s bound to die/All my
trials Lord, soon be over./Too late my
brother/Too late but never mind/All my

Maire: I’m sorry, granny.

Grandmother: It’s a’right, honey. I know how
you feel. I sorta took to dreamin’ like that
when I was carryin’ yore pa. Makes the
whole world seem kinda different, sorta all
pretty and frightenin’ at once.
Maire: I was thinkin’ of Dan.
Grandmother: The Fagans was good people.
Maire: I wonder did Dan know his ma died?
Grandmother: You wrote him.
Maire: Did he get it?

Grandmother: Prob’ly just as well he didn’t
get it.
Maire: (crossing back to window) Why,
granny?
Grandmother: Man fightin’ a war ain’t got
much mind to give to sorrow. Has to put
his mind from death, cause seein’ as much
of it as he does, was he to think personal
like on it, why child, he just might not be
able to fight on. Man that’s fightin’ a war
is livin’ death. But he turns his mind from
it and maybe he don’t die.
Maire: (looks at her hands, which are folded
across her stomach, then out at the hills)
Why did Dan have to die, granny?
Grandmother: I can’t be answerin’ questions
for the Lord.
Maire: Oh child, child, hush, be still, yore
father’s comin’ home, but you'll never see

him, lessen I show him to you, he’s comin’
home to sleep, comin’ home to the hills.
Grandmother: What's that?

trials Lord, soon be over./If religion was a
thing that money could buy/The rich would
live and the poor would die/All my troubles
Lord, soon be over.

Maire: Nothin’, granny, I was just talkin’

Cianetti: What’s that?
MacDonal: Ah, you wouldn’t understand.
Get some sleep.
Cianetti: Yeah, Gunny.

Grandmother: Maire! Maire Fagan!

Maire: Thank you, granny.

MacDonal returns to his seat and settles
himself comfortably. Cianetti leans to the

Maire: Huh?
Grandmother: Are you gonna stand there

The two women set to fixing the table
and supper. As they finish their task Isaac

helmet. Sometimes ...

out loud what I was thinkin’.
Grandmother: Well, you finish that supper
and I'll set the table. Yore pa’s due presently.

Man: (Quietly) Help me... please... someone, help me...I don’t want to die...
please ... (looks around him suddenly) I’m

me ...do you hear me... please, answer
me, please... please... help me... somebody help me... God... God, are you

to sob as the background noises grow louder,
to be drowned by the rising scream of another incoming shell. The explosion flashes

dead ... I’m in my grave...no... they

here ... God... what are you doing here

that have been illuminating the edge of the

can’t bury me...I can still feel... I can
still see .. . I gotta get out of here before
they throw in the dirt... stand up... that’s

in this place .. . why do I find you here,

foxhole come more and more from the right,
until, as the shell scream fades into the
whistle of a steam locomotive, they are flashing, blue, from off stage right, only intermittently. The light on the area comes up

now ...God...oh, somebody help me. .

it... show them I’m not dead... (he stands

gotta get out... (he stands up and is forced
down again, this time by a burst of machine-

up slightly and, as another explosion sil-

gun fire) ...oh, God, not here.

houettes, drops quickly to his original posi-

... daddy ... where are the buildings...

and we see two old fashioned, straight-

tion) ... (sobs)... help me... please,
someone help me... lieutenant... (he calls
each of these names and listens for an ans-

the sky’s on fire... sarge... lieutenant...
God... somebody... help me... why have
you all left me here to die... . I don’t want
to die here ... why have you all left me...
God ...I don’t want to die... I don’t want
to fight... please... please... (he begins

backed, black leather railroad day-coach
seats. In the rear seat sits a man in his forties
who is wearing a Marine Corps dress blue

wer, the battle sounds continue) . . . sarge

... sandy... lieutenant ... sarge...
dammit, somebody answer me.. . answer

.. mother

uniform. In the front seat is curled another
man, younger, about twenty. He has a rain-

coat thrown over him and, as the sound of

Hush Little Baby

One Act Scenario

of Love and Death

By Jim Cain

The curtain opens ona dark stage. For
a moment there is silence, then a shrill
whine that grows louder, ending in an abrupt
explosion. The flash of the explosion outlines a man with a rifle leaning on the edge
of a foxhole. At the revealing moment of
the explosion, he ducks down out of sight
and a blue light comes up onashallow,
narrow pit. The man is huddled in the pit
in a fetal position facing the audience. His
rifle leans against the side of the hole. He
is wearing a raincoat and helmet. Through-

out the following scene, rifle, machinegun
and artillery sounds and explosion flashes
rise and fall in the background. The flashes
light the edge of the pit in bold outline.

» "£2
S pring gone, summer past and left at last
Fall day, swimming in a willow-webbed wilderness
Where ocean-bound barques have stored their lore

POETRY

Smelling of moss-scented driftwood waterlogged with dew.
Lift anchor, hoist sail, Proteus man the wheel

(of what circumference I know not what)
Wind shrive the rainbowed ark from sequestered solitude

The race of the rainbow reliquaried fleet
Begins a space race to evanescence
Wherein hope gropes for another home
To anchor fast, at rest.

Break from the tattered mast, leave harbor

Absconding to swelling seas of crepuscularity and chance.
Yellow and pearl and gold and brown
Velvet dappled downy fleet of floss-flakes
Are shaken by a god color-blind to his own mosaic
Of gossamer tinted chips dipped in the golden orbs
That swirl in a pool of verdant greens and gypsy reds
In all, that make surrealists come back to the real.
Wanton-clothed and wanton bred—now clothed—have fled
From past serenity to the sea, the endless sea
Swept from moorings gently bound by a gordian bond
To relativity—or so it seems—flitting across a sea of Inanimity.

Break From The Tattered Mast, Leave Harbor

Falling fast, tacking last into the Checkerboard
Sea of uncertituded fortitude in the cosmic
Grip of unsheathed winds clawing for substance.
Time has come, gone and past
Ships of satin towed from sea to land
By a game warden who denies relativity
Denying ambiguities, insubstantialities.
Thus it was and hence it will...
On a fall dayed willowed wilderness
When ocean-bound barques color splash scud

And then anchor at the wharf.

by Bro. Robert Hollis, S.M.
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bred sluts. Needless to say, that was the end of this social
couple.”
The heavy-set man moved nervously on the stool and
look at Fritz. ‘You know that was my biggest mistake. After
that I left her home all the time. So, on her own she decides
that she has to be doing something to keep from boredom.
So, I said the hell with it, do what ever you want, so long as
it doesn’t affect me. That was my mistake, Fritz. She decided
to go into this goddamn social work. This isn’t supposed to
be boring. Well she needsa car to get there and she decides
that she doesn’t want my chauffeur to take her. Oh, no! She
has to go out and get a goddamn used car to go to her slums
in. I told her that she will make herself no better than those
animals that live there. I told her to go in one of my cars and
she would be respected and looked up to. But no, she turns
her back on me. I gave her the best clothes, best food, best
living, prominent friends and what does she do, she goes out
and plays nursemaid to a bunch of bastard Puerto Ricans...

it'll do her good to get raped by some of those little animals
one of these nights! ... then she’ll see what they are really like.
“T tell you I’m sick of her and her whole stinking approach
to life. If you listened to her you would think that life was all

love and goodness. That to under-cut a competitor who is out

to beat you is horrible, that a little innocent double-crossing
on a deal is a mortal sin, that watering stocks and padding
expense accounts was some kind of a federal offense, even if
you didn’t get caught. Fritz, that woman is driving me mad.
Every time I usealittle finesse in a deal she won't talk to

me for a month. Here I am breaking my back to make an easy
living for her and what does she do; she quotes scripture at
me and tells me that I am going to rot in hell if I don’t change
my ways. She and her damn self-righteousness are sickening.
She is always trying to make me happy. If ever she found out
what I am doing now she wouldn’t sleep till she could tear me
away from this stool. I insult her, I belittle her in front of
others, I rip into her with criticism. I tell you I get to the
point where I would like to run over and rip her clothes right
off her just to see her try and love me through it all and not
flinch. I just want to see her stop for an instant.

“Fritz, I don’t deserve her. She’s too good for me. She’s
just too damn good for me... Fritz, she will be the death of
me... one way or another... yet I can’t bear to live without her.”’
“Fill it up again, Fritz.’

one I could go home to at night and enjoy, someone I could
take with me when I went out with my friends. All I wanted
was a good friend, a nice companion. But I got her instead.
‘When we first got married I made a whole lot of promises. You know the stuff I’m talking about. It’s the usual slop,
you know, the stuff you never intend to do or keep anyway.
It’s just part of the game. You sayalot of stuff because it is
expected to be said. But you aren’t expected to mean it, too.
But no, she decides that she is going to mean it all and that
I was supposed to keep all the promises which I made. You
know what! Right from the start she has to start breaking
my back and says that she wants to have a hell of a lot of
kids. Right from the beginning! Then she gets mad when I
insist that we’re going to do it my way. I straightened her

out though. I told her that if she didn’t give me what I wanted
I would go elsewhere for it. Well this was too much for her

sense of dignity, and she never gave me trouble with this
again.”’

With another swallow he finished the remains of his
latest glass and signalled for another. As Fritz returned he

was once more addressed.
“Then I have to train her how to deal with the servants.
I came home one day and there she is sprawled out on the
sofa knitting some fancy-colored sweater. I asked if it was
for one of her sister’s kids. So she says that it’s for one of the
cook’s kids. I said, ‘‘The cook’s kids; are you serious?” And
she just sat there and said, ‘““Yes, why not?” Boy, Fritz, you
know she is really thick. Well I took the junk she was knitting, pulled it right out of her hands and threw it into the
fireplace in front of her. Well that certainly taught her where
niggers stand in our house.
“Then came the time when we would go to the cocktail
parties of the gang and she decides to start a personal crusade to set aright the private lives of all my friends. We used

to have the innocent habit of playing wife-swapping at parties,
etc. You know, it’s just among friends here at the club, you
know, you just like to see a new face once in a while. Well
Old Florence Babes did it again. First she gives me a hard
time on it when we’re home but then she has to go and make

an ass out of herself at one of the parties and starts ranting
and raving that the women are nothing but a bunch of well

Eyes attentive only to the familiar labels he continued to
speak.
“All right, Fritz, let’s fill °er up once more.”
“Okay Mr. Wallach, whatever you say.” It seemed only a
moment before the young ’tender returned with the drink. The
younger man returned and made several feeble attempts at

starting a conversation. Screwing up his lips he finally garnered enough courage to blurt out his first words.
‘Mr. Wallach you’ve been here a long time. Do you want
me to send any kind of message out to your wife? She might
wonder what has happened to you to keep you back here so
long.”
‘My wife? Oh, yes! My wife. Yes, if she was here I’m
sure she would like to know what has happened to her ever
loving husband.” His words were directed right at Fritz but
his eyes became all the more engulfed in the swirling liquid
he had in his glass.
“Yes, Fritz, she probably would be worried about me
right now if she knew what I were doing. But she doesn’t, so
why worry about it? Right now she is probably down on her
hands and knees scrubbing the floor of some good for noth-

ing spic who has got too many kids to know what to do with
them and a husband who has run out on her for the fortyseventh time. Yep! That’s where my wife is right now, doing
some social work or another for any one of two million monkey faced spics.
“Fritz old boy, if old Florence Nightingale knew that her
better half was fast becoming an alcoholic she would quit her
work at this moment. But she isn’t going to find out till I am
one, and till I am one so bad that the thought that she caused
it is going to tear her insides out. Yep! If she had the least idea
of what I am doing she would leave those greasy little bastards
and high tail it home so fast ... just to save the soul of her
lovin’ hubby.
‘“‘Now don’t get me wrong. Her sense of love and devotion
would spare me no service, no service at all. I would be literally waited on hand and foot. Yes, Fritz, she is the most perfect woman a man could ever ask for... but, I never asked.”’

In one gulp he finished half of the glass. It took him a moment
to catch his breath and then he went on.
“Fritz, boy, I never asked for the perfection of womanly
virtues. I just wanted someone who I could live with. Some-

GINGER

Ron Eksen

A well dressed heavy set figure slouched
lazily across the far end of the bar. It was
a “slow night” at the country club and there
were no other members in the locker room.
The young bartender eyed his only patron
whose chubby hands clenched a highball
glass between them as he stared blankly .

at the neatly lined bottles on the opposite
wall. Keeping his eyes upon a myriad of
cylindrical forms he gruffly summoned the
bartender.
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didn’t move to brush it away.
“Why did my daddy go away?” she turned her face and
looked up with eyes so blue and deep they seemed to belong
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to a much older face.

her thin shoulders from some sudden chill. She lowered her
own doll-like face close to her baby’s and crooned.
“Don’t cry baby, daddy’s gone away—
“Don’t cry honey, he’ll come back some day—’”’
“Is he ever coming back, Aunt Lottie?”
“No, darling, we won't see him until we get to heaven.”
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Her face was so white, the skin almost transparent. The

blue of her veins showing through as the blue September
sky shows between tall white clouds. She squinted up, as
f seeking the spot in the heavens.
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She was sobeautiful, so tiny, as she sat there. The warm
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“Will I have to die to go to heaven?”’
“Yes, dear.
Her concentration seemed to make rigid her body. Her
long black lashes almost brushed her cheek. Finally she

murmured, as if pushing the words out of her heart. “Then

I'd rather not see him again—for awhile.”
She sighed and stood up. Her legs braced as if against
the wind. The five-year-old pulled her arms around her baby
doll, closed her eyes and tilted her head back to the sun

and the sky.

by Jo Hyden Neal

Pe
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kicking himself the whole way.
There was something about playing pool that Delphos and I
understood better than anybody else. When you're ata table,
it’s more than the winning that counts, it’s what we call pool
etiquette. When you're at the table with another fella, you’ve got
an obligation to do you’re best, in the best way you know. That's
so each guy won’t be cheated in the competition. After all, if a
guy is going to give you his time and himself in a session around
the table, then you’re in debt to make it worth while for him.
That way nothing’s wasted.
Delphos always usedalot of talc, every other shot he would
walk to the spitoon for the talc can. I guess his hands sweat a lot
when he played. I needed five balls and Delphos needed seven.
He used the talc for every shot now. I excused myself and went
out to the john. Walking out the planks I listened to the crickets
and how they’d stop when they heard me coming, then start up
behind me when I was gone. I thought about Delphos in there
waiting to take his shot when I got back; so I hurried.
“Sorry, Delphos.”
He understood, and took his shot. I watched his stance, his
feet spaced with his shoulders. Delphos had good movement, he
never moved the top part of his arm and he kept it parallel to the
floor. The rest of his arm swung even and just as wide as the
strength of the shot demanded. His cue moved the same every
time through his fingers, he never varied the position of his hand
on the table. Delphos left little room for mistake. He missed the
shot and I wanted to apologize again for making him wait. One
thing about Delphos, though, you could sure never tell that he

missed a shot from just watching his face. Delphos seldom
changed expressions.

The fellas kept us another half hour with the jug and talk.
The word was around that Jetter had shot one of his dogs, said
he was getting too old. It’s a man’s own business what he does
with his dogs, so nobody said what they were thinking. Daniel
and some of the youngsters came in with their own jug, so we
made our excuses. As we were leaving somebody hollered at
Rascal, “How about some tramping, Rascal?” He looked over in
the direction of the voice with his best smile. Then somebody
laughed and made it worse. Rascal looked over at me and
Delphos.
“Don’t you do no more racking tonight, Rascal, let them
do their own.” I said it quiet enough that they couldn’t hear.
Rascal nodded at us and winked.
Me and Delphos knew that you couldn’t accounta fella for
what he said when he had been drinking. That was what we
talked about while we crossed the square, and headed out toward the road.
While I listened to our footsteps interrupt the crickets I
thought about the day, trying to get at something good for thinking. Delphos was a bit younger than me, still in his seventies,
but that didn’t seem to make much difference when we were
up against each other at something. Both of us had outlived our
families and were willing to settle back now for the rewards.
The competition wasn’t really important to me. Just being with
somebody that knew the difference between...
“Here those crickets, Wade? Those little fellas can hear us
coming.’’ We listened. ‘“‘Hear them back there, they know it’s safe
now.”

The moon wasn’t moving, it had the sky to itself without
any clouds to interfere. The road ahead came up on us white.

He had everything staked on that shot and had broke the

That was the moon’s doing. I was getting tired and could feel the

rest of the balls into position with it. I took the game with a

walking. I moved up beside Delphos to talk, so’s the walking

margin of seven; we shook hands and smiled.

would come more easy.

“Yea, sure.” Delphos knew privacy and we didn’t speak
until the cabin windows met the reddening sun; we were always
greeted and told good-bye in this way.
It was like starting a new day after the cider and chicken.
The road walking was easy and town didn’t seem the four miles
that it was. On the way in we heard a dog in chase. He yelped
like it was a coon chase. He was moving fast; the chase faded
from us as we walked. Maybe it was Jetter’s hound. If it was, it
was sure Jetter and his boy would be sitting up on the ridge
drinking lightning, waiting for the treeing. The sound of the dog
in the night reminded me of Jetter’s demands. He sure expected
a lot out of a hound. Jetter was small among men and big among
his dogs. He wasn’t a hard one to figure.
The night gave to us freely, just as the day had. Most people
wouldn’t accept that; they just figure, I guess, that when it’s
dark and seeing isn’t good, that there’s nothing there to be had.
Delphos and I, we knew different. Nature’s a real show off; it’s
always got to be the center of attention. If it can’t be seen, it
sure can be heard. Me and Delphos didn’t talk until we got to
town. We took full advantage of the moon.
There weren’t many of the fellas out tonight. Two or three
horses peacefully waited for their owners. As we walked across
the square we wagered about tonight’s game. One game was
enough to tell the story; we never overplayed.
“T smell a polecat.” Rascal stood behind his glass case and

cal for the first time.
“You guys been tramping.” It was sad.
“Yes, that’s right, Rascal.’ He pulled his small body up on
his stool and looked admiringly at the well-arranged display
case. There was Bugler tobacco in the front where it always was.
Next to that was the Copenhagen dip. The pouch pipe tobacco
and cigars were behind. The other half of the case was for miscellaneous things and each night they were arranged differently.
Tonight the sectional hand-carved cue and the talc were up front.
Behind them were the fishing lures, the leather belt and holster,
and the chewing tobacco.
‘When are we going tramping together, Wade?”
“We'll have to figure that out, Rascal.’ I was being polite,
but when they all looked up, the whole thing was spoiled. Everyone knew that Rascal could never pass the third grade and wasn’t
fit for racking, let alone skilled tramping. I had finished fixing
my cue. I looked up again at Rascal; I couldn’t help smiling.
“You sure keep those tables nice, Rascal. I always said you
were the best table man in the country. What is that stuff you
use when you're joining slates?”
‘“Plastered Paris, Wade.”
“Yes, that’s right. I’ve got to remember that. You about
ready, Delphos?” I motioned to Rascal, ‘‘Come on, if you’re going
to rack for us. This is our rubber match.” Rascal hopped off his
stool and followed. I didn’t have to look to see his smile.
I broke and left Delphos standing pretty bad. He took the
long bank, made the shot, and broke out three more balls. There

didn’t make the usual nod and smile. His face was all screwed

was never much question when me and Delphos played. All the

up around his nose. The rest in the parlor looked up and made

other games stopped and there were never less than five spec-

“Say, how about some pool tonight, Wade?” I was watching my reward and didn’t want the question.

their expressions of agreement.
“We got one today, Rascal, the first this season, unless I’m

wrong.” I chose my cue and didn’t look to see their envy. I helped
myself to the file and sandpaper, and looked deliberately at Ras-

tators. Neither of us had been champ twice in a row, so things

never got boring. Delphos got his four balls and left me an easy
one by mistake. I took it and ran the pack. I never looked over at
him, he always stood way back from the table, but I knew he was

‘Well, don’t you want it? I offered it to you.”
“No, thanks, I’m full.”
Delphos picked up the sandwich and laid it on his flattened
palm scrutinizing the ant. He then grabbed the ant, squashed it
on the rock, blew on the spot where it had been, and passively
ate the sandwich. I think he did it more because he hated to see
a good mayonnaise sandwich go to waste. I would have gladly
contributed my entire portion to a yonder ant hill.
The wind was blowing real good and despite the high sun
it was a bit chilly. It was plain to see that we were king of this
mountain. The boulder overlooked it all. It was hard for me
to make connections between the spirals of dirt rising in clouds
from the road across on the other mountain.
I was thinking of the skunk tail on our friend, and I knew
darn well Delphos was too. When we had finished our lunches
we put all the paper back in our knapsacks. We made it a rule
never to litter good tramping ground. Delphos volunteered to
carry the skunk, and I was sure of his motives. He figured if
he carried it, he would get the tail. I went along with him, for
the moment, off down the hill.
I was leading the return, Delphos was carrying. When we

across a log, you never step over in one step. Always one step
up on it, and then another down. That’s for snakes. I was pretty
good with snakes too, but not as good as Delphos. I hated them.
I found walking real easy, we had only gone four or five
miles. The skunk wasn’t heavy, and the weight balance was

perfect for tramping, with my rifle in one hand and the skunk
in another. The leaves weren’t out yet so there was no need
for a break in the trees. I could see the nude mounds defining
the valleys without interference from the trees. Winter had
taken its toll and now was making its excuse in swollen streams
and trickling water. I saw this as another reward. I watched
Delphos’ gait, suspecting that he saw it too. It was all about
to turn green and forgive winter. We were real lucky, it was a
genuine tramping day, and our Host knew it. He didn’t mind
letting a few in that could see.
We approached the stream at the bottom of the mountain.
The stream was excited and made no excuses for its course.
Since we had never come this way before and didn’t know the
shallows, we stopped and unloaded our packs for the crossing.
There wasn’t a fallen timber nearby so we used our hatchets
to get us a bridge. We had crossed this morning about a mile
downstream, but we rarely backtracked. That was an unspoken

got about halfway back, I turned on him.
“Tll carry him for a while, Delphos.”

rule of tramping. The tree took us about ten strokes apiece.

He looked at me for a long while, and then down at the
skunk. He held the skunk up by the tail in front of him, and
looked at it for a while longer. Then he looked at me, with the
tail up right between our faces.
“T guess he is getting kinda heavy.”

Delphos and I didn’t feel bad about cutting timber if there was
a purpose, and we usually chosea tree that had seen its better
years. That’s of course excepted when we were building.
Naturally, we crossed separately. Delphos went first, testing
all the way. At midpoint I thoughI lost my balance so I dropped

Delphos and I always got along good together, ‘specially

the skunk and grabbed a limb. We both stood watching, I

tramping. We both understood the rules real well and we knew

watched the skunk floating downstream, Delphos watched me.

when we were trespassing on a wrong. It’s like when you're

Understanding a fellow tramper is a hard thing to explain. I guess

tramping and you got a branch bent back, you never let go

it’s mostly that there are never mistakes in tramping, everything

until the guy behind you is ready for it. Or when you're walking

is too natural if you’re seasoned and accepted.

like snakes. I stood and watched the trail and listened to see
if he’d get him. Delphos was best with snakes. They had come
around his cabin so much that he’d hada lot of practice killing
them. In a while I heard three consecutive shots. He came back
carrying it, along with his cocky stride. He wasn’t smiling, we
both knew he’d get it. He carried it for a while, then he threw
it in a tree where it wrapped around a limb; but it didn’t stay.
Neither of us watched the snake fall.
I'd often wondered why they called us Wade and Delphos,
and not Delphos and Wade. Delphos and Wade just didn’t sound
right I guess. I could see that we were coming to a clear. That
was one of the rewards of tramping. Maybe sometime we might
come to a clear that nobody else had. There was no way of telling whether anybody else had ever been there before you, but
we figured if we came to enough clears, sooner or later we’d
be able to say we'd come to a clear all our own. But that was just
one of the rewards.
This clear was beginning to look like a field. Yes, it was
plain to see just a few yards ahead, this clear was going to be
a field. It was hard to get to, the brush was thicker around the
field. This meant it was probably man-made. Delphos’ lead
through the thick was good, I couldn’t have done better myself.
We stood watching the field for a while. There were two gigantic

boulders, one about half way up the rise, the other right at the
top of the hill about a hundred yards away. The field had a thin
natural grain on it that showed up good in the wind. We both
knew this was a good clear.
We started to climb the hill. The grain was still wet and

it left its seeds on our boots. It wasn’t high enough to get our legs.
‘‘What do you think it is, Wade?”

‘Could have been a farmer’s field at one time.”
‘Way up here?”

“Guess you're right.”

‘Say, how about some pool tonight, Wade?” Delphos wasn’t
thinking about the tramp and the explosion of my rifle brought
him back quick. Across the sights I watched the black and white
animal in mid-air from my hit. Then he jerked before hitting
the ground, right after I heard Delphos’ shot. I knew Delphos
had got him before he hit the ground. Delphos couldn’t be outdone. It was bad enough that I had seen the skunk first. After we
shook hands we moved in slow. We knew the thing would be
putting up its airs, even if it was dead. We found that the wind
was wrong for this approach and circled around. We got in about
ten yards from up wind before we got it. It was real bad. So
bad that it burned our eyes. It was plain to see that the little
bugger wasn’t dead. He was breathing real heavy though, and
was flopped over on his side. We each popped another shot
into him but it only slowed down his breathing. Delphos emptied
his chamber into him, wishing all the time we had brought
bigger guns.
We decided to let him alone for a while, to get all the stink
out. So we went to the top of the hill and climbed up on the
boulder to eat our mayonnaise sandwiches. I didn’t like mayonnaise sandwiches but Delphos had been eating them since he

was a kid, so I went along with him. He said they were good for
energy.
From the boulder I could see that we had tramped quite a
ways up that hill. The sun was getting warmer all the time. Then
I turned to consult Delphos on our kill and my arm met his
outstretched hand. A mayonnaise sandwich fell between us.
I could see from the expression on his face that he was offering

it to me.
“Damn it, Wade, a whole mayonnaise sandwich.”

“Sorry, Delphos, didn’t you want it?” An ant had claimed
the unwanted food and was busy in his impolite intrusion. We
both watched the ant.

Like Snakes And Skunks,

Different Things
Got A Lot In Common
by J. Wayne Sweeny

Delphos assuredly was the best tramper I had ever gone
with. He always showed his rifle and arms to the brush first.
He would warn them in this way of his coming. Walking, to
Delphos, was always the same. He did not change, like most
of us, from situation to situation. Crossing a stream was quite
the same in stride as a street. If the water was too strong for his
pace he would be mad. His face would become very concerned
with the stream’s tampering, and he would resume his cocky
step as soon as possible. It was with Delphos as though he were
always auditioning for a walk part in a show; the judges were
always watching him. I often smiled at Delphos, but I knew
that I had made a good choice. He was more than a good tramper.
It wasn’t a bit quiet; Spring saw to that. It was kinda pretty
without leaves. The seasons sure made themselves known to
us; we never had to look far. The hardest one of all to figure,
though, was Spring, no doubting that. Fall is always plain to see.
It almost yells at you when you step into it, waving its colors and
whispering under foot. Summer is just plain understood. It’s like

turning on a spigot and getting water, or sticking your head under
and getting wet. No, I can’t say that I was ever surprised by

Summer. Now Winter is different. Winter makes you feel like
you're trespassing.

Spring’s the hard one to figure, though. I could easy compare it to a woman. Spring makes all its noises so’s it'll be
noticed, kinda like an invite. But then when you start to court-

ing it, you’re never quite sure how you stand. But then Summer
comes along and ycu’re sure you're wanted. Nice thing about
this woman though, is you don’t have to pay. That’s why we
tramp. That’s why they say, ‘Wade and Delphos, they’re tramp-

ers all right.”
‘‘Wade, did you see that?”

I had been watching the little snake for five or six paces
now. “No, what was it?”

‘“‘“A snake, come on.” I didn’t follow him because I didn’t
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